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ABSTRACT
An advanced method of heterogeneous reactor theory is presents
including general formulation of 3D few-group heterogeneou:
reactor equation in dipolar approximation, its approximate
difference form and method of calculation of heterogeneoui
reactor cell parameters. On the basis of this new approache:
computer codes capable of solving 3D space and space-tinn
problems for heterogeneous reactors with large number o:
channels were developed. Some numerical results of validation:
are presented.

1. Introduction
The basic idea of heterogeneous reactor theory belongs t<

academician L.D.Landau and first systematic formulation o:
theory was presented in an unpublished work b;
I.Ya.Pomerantcb.uk. The theory called lately as Galanin-Feinberj
theory became well known after the First Conference on Peaceful
USJS of Atomic Energy held in Geneva in 1955. Yet the tw<
obstacles prevented the wide practical application oi
heterogeneous methods for reactor calculations: 1) the matri:
form of reactor equations leading to quadratic dependence o
problem dimension on the number of fuel elements; 2) the absenc
of a consistent theory of heterogeneous reactor cell parameter
accounting for all the details of neutron reactions.

The first obstacle was overcome by heterogeneous reacto
equations transformation to an approximate difference for
leading to a linear dependence of problem dimension on th
number of reactor channels. As a result the reactors with SOB
thousands of channels having nonuniform axial structure can t
feasibly treated. The problem becomes even simpler than for s
called homogeneous reactor equations due to a simpler structur
of an operator used in inner iterations. The extension to
dimensions is reached by finite Furie transformation relative t
axial dependence that leads formally to the same form (
equations as for the case of 2 dimensions.
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For the second part of the problem a consistent theory for
heterogeneous parameters - effective boundary conditions on the
surface of a reactor cell - was formulated. In few group theory
(with G groups) the main characteristic is GxG A-matrix relating
a vector-flux to a vector-current on a cell surface. The
calculation is based on a series of G+l solutions of detailed
space-energy multi-group problems with linearly independent
neutron currents across cell surface. Some weak suppositions
concerning fission sources distribution and superposition
principle make it possible to separate absorption and slowing
down from fission processes and to construct A-matrix consisting
of two parts and depending on (l+G)«G/2+2*G parameters.
Numerical methods for reactor cells of complicated geometrical
and isotopic composition are developed. Specific methods for
resonance absorption calculation are based on nonuniform
subdivision of lethargy scale and effective resonance level's
approach for numerous high-energy resonances including
unresolved regions. Specific methods are developed for Az and Ar

- matrices describing neutron migration in axial and radial
directions. Besides the theory for reaction rate matrices is
presented. Thus an advanced method of heterogeneous reactor
theory has been developed and widely used for 3D space-time
reactor problems.

2. Heterogeneous reactor equation formulation

Instead of source-sink Galanin-Feinberg theory a general few-
group heterogeneous reactor equation formulation is used 111:

N = C ? r N (1>
with G-vector-flux N, C-constant triangular GxG matrix,
dependent on neutron migration properties of the moderator,
& = KQ+ IQF; KQ, IQ - k- and g--diagonal matrices (modified
Bessel functions with arguments given on the channel surfaces),
F - (GxK)x(GxK) g-diagonal matrix with elements (K - number of
channels in a regular lattice pointed by vectors Mkj.kg),
G - number of groups, g = 1...G):

JrWVi ki
k-diagonal GxG ^-matrices

y = - I^" 1 A + dI0C"
2 (3)

depend on GxG A-matrices of effective boundary conditions
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relating vector-flux to vector-current on a channel or cell

boundary (of radius p) :

dN = AN d = p d/dr 'r=p (4)
Taking account of azimuthal angle dependence of neutron flux

near each channel surface one gets a dipole approximation

instead of monopole with vector-flux on the surface of each

channel extended to 3 components: NfN^N1), N°- scalar monopole

component, N1 - 2-dimensional dipole component. The

corresponding extension of equation (1) is as follows

(neglecting the interaction between dipole components):

y = K + IF ; (51

K = diag ( Kn> K., K.)
g,m,k

pOO pOx

F = ,xO

oo=Foo= K
o,

Fy0

nOX_ V
F — ~ h..

0
0

; I = diag ( I I , I.)
g,m,k

pOy

0
0

(6)

(7)
xf c + 9s ) ; F

Oy= - Kj( 6c + s )

pxO_ o tf . ryO_ p if o
r ™ & n. - \* f i "• £• IV. o

c = cos 2|k ; s = sin (%->v ), j;lb - the angle between rlk

and X-axes, 9 = 0 for square 1/2 for hexagonal lattice;

A = diag diag (A0, A1, A1 ); y = diag diag (y°, y1, y1 )
k h k h

Finite Furie expansion of axial dependence

M
N (r,z)= 2 0om(r) sinamz, a=rr/H; H - effective height,
8 m=l g m

leads symbolically to the same form of equations as above with

9, K , I, F depending on axial index m (and m-diagonal ), \fi -

GxKxM - vector, y - (MxGxK) x (MxGxK) - k-diagonal matrix with A

elements calculated as follows (2M+1 instead of MxM elements):

A0 = Aoc -
mn m-n

m+n
a2n2

A1 = A1C

mn m-n m+n

\0C .
z, m-n

U/OL

)
z,m+n (8)

A = ( a/n ) J" A (z) cosamz dz

As is shown below , A - matrix can be given in a form:
A =

2,
(9)
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with ^-matrix and parameter « linearly dependent on the
number of neutrons born in fissions. Dividing them by eigenvalue
- effective multiplication factor k - one can get an equation
with simple dependence on k:

CT = ( « + CFC"1^ ) FT/k - CFC"1* FT (10)
where £ = CIC A~̂  + y2«, with ^dependence on A2 the same as
y on A ; FT = N/ ( 1-u/k).

3. A difference form of heterogeneous reactor equation
A difference form 11,2,33 of heterogeneous reactor equation

is derived as follows (first consider monopole approximation).
The elements F|j approximately obey the equation :

( - Aj+ K2 a2 ) Fgj s 0 | k - 1 | > 1 (11)

Ai : fk -> ^ ( fk+Qe ~ 4 ffc }» e!= ( !.° >• Q rotates a vector

on the angles 0°, 90°,180°, 270° (for a square lattice).
After some transformations of equation (1), operating on both
its sides by an operator ? (a,/3) with elements:

Pg : fk -> t-a/j- a2A2- ... + |3K
2a2 ) ffc; Ia.=l, (12)

with best fitted parameters a , (3, which effectively eliminate
F-matrix elements outside some fixed local set U^ of indexes
surrounding k, one obtains an approximate difference form of
heterogeneous equation: ? <p = Q y <p (13)

In dipole approximation the following equation is used:

<p°= ( DQ - 5

* FyOy0^0 ; F^= F00= F00 + 6 ; D. = I / 1 K.

2> F o s
with ( -A + K") F U*( r.rj) « 0 ; s = O,x,y.

Using approximate relations: 00

F X 0 = - 2<c"1 ( . r'ri . e * r>r* )
1 _ nZ OX Oy fiR^
*• ° nn nn 110/

0.-1 dF ( r.ri ) oY ( T.TT )1 - 92 dy 3x

K H diag \K }
g,m *• g'm J

one can get a difference equation of the same form as (13):
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= Q 7 (16)

? = - ?
X

- 9

0

E

0

0

0

E

Q =
Vo

f D
y

R

R

Ry0

oo
x0

R

0

xO Ry0

0

D.

with P, Q - local (difference) operators depending on axial
index m and group index g (and m,g-diagonal ), y - (MxGxK) x
(MxGxK) - k-diagonal matrix, if) - GxKxM - vector and with
difference analogs of operators in (15) and approximate
relations:

; s = O.x.y; ?CF
UU= FOO_ FSO_ nSO. s = x,y. (17)

4. Direct solution of heterogeneous reactor equation
The equation (10) in dipole approximation, having a matrix

structure had been used for development of 2D computer code
DISHER. Group-theoretical analysis (based on point groups of
reactor lattice symmetry and loading symmetry) was used to
reduce the dimension of the problem. Some transformations of
equation (10) made it possible to obtain an operator with some
properties of positivity enabling an iteration procedure to be
effectively convergent. The computer code capable of describing
reactors with several hundreds of channels has been used for
critical experiments analysis (where accurate boundary condition
on a cylindrical outer boundary is needed) and for test
calculations.

5. Solution of difference equations
On the basis of heterogeneous equations in difference form

computer code TRECD [4,5,6] has been developed for 3D
heterogeneous reactor with piece wise properties of channels or
cells ( in axial direction ) arranged in a square or hexagonal
lattice and based on monopole and dipole approximations.
Nonlinear iteration procedure 15,6] is used for kef and tfr
computation. Two-term Tchebishev polynomial method for outer
iterations and successive symmetric over relaxation method for
inner iterations accelerate convergence of solution.

The method based on finite Furie transform of axial
dependence provides flexible description of axial structure of
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channels and their changes (control rod movements). Low order
axial expansion (2-3 axial modes) is enough for computation of
integral quantities - k ~, two - dimensional distributions,
control rod effectiveness. 9-point scheme for square lattice and
7-point scheme for hexagonal lattice provide good accuracy in
kef (0.05 - 0.1/i) and power distributions (0.1-0.5%) as compared
with the results of computer code DISHER [U. Power and reaction
rate distributions are obtained by relations

W = <R,N>
with R G-vectors, relating vector-flux N to reaction rates.
6. Heterogeneous reactor cell characteristics
Computer code TRIFON has been developed for calculations of

detailed space-energy neutron distribution in a reactor cell,
reaction rates for nuclei in all physical regions,
multiplication factor, few-group cross-sections, monopole and
dipole few-group A-matrices, reaction rate R-vectors.
A library of microscopic data (multi-group cross sections,
scattering matrices for neutron thermalization, parameters of
resonances and effective resonances) is incorporated in TRIFON.
Neutron transport in every group is evaluated by collision
probability or S-n method in cylindrical, R-Z, R-#> geometries.
A special subdivision of energy scale allows an effective direct
treatment of resonances for prescribed nuclei. Subdivision of
lethargy scale in a given interval (uQ, uR) corresponds to
uniform division of F - image

F(uR+1) = F(uk)+A, A=F(un) /n; u = In E/EQ

where function

F(u) = Y Sz. . VT. ./ 2 E. .(arctg xmax - arctg x. .); (18)
U j ij ij ij 6 i j 6

 I J '

z. .= y. ./ V T>y7. ; y. . = c.crijl.; x. . = 2 (E -E. . ) / T. .z. .;

roughly estimates the absorption by all resonance nuclei
present. As a result only a few lethargy intervals ( 5-7 ) are
needed to describe absorption by a given resonance. Effective
resonance levels technique [9] can be used as well for
description of resonance absorption with reasonable accuracy.
A set of parameters ( E, T , T , L, <r; L - Doppler-broadening
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parameter divider, <r - constant capture cross-section), makes it
possible to describe resonance absorption by a single resonance
level instead of tens or hundreds of resonances in a given
lethargy interval.The theory is based on pre calculation of
resonance absorption by initial set of resonances and effective
one in some simple homogeneous model, and the fact that an
approximate equivalencyexists between resonance absorption in
homogeneous and heterogeneous systems (the parameters for c-°°u
are given in Table 1). Table 1. Effective resonance parameters

?38,
for [9].

N of gr.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

E, ev

15062.8
7532.9
3499.3
1874.4
694.48
342.51
150.23

r , ev
n

254.7
136.9
49.34
1.902
0.5008
0.1415
0.5055

V ev
14.36
7.007
2.308
1.6136
0.4027
0.1564
0.0794

L

102.15
73.74
42.7
14.18
10.1
5.95
4.45

cr, <5apH

0.2347
0.1996
0.0546
0.2921
0.3138
0.2779
0.00056

Neutron thermalization problem in a reactor cell is solved by
subroutine TERMIT (101.
A system of multi-group neutron transport equations is solved
with an external fission spectrum source Q having an estimated
space distribution and normalized to unity.

A new characteristic of reactor cell - A-matrix - is
calculated as follows. Let NQ be G-vector-flux on the cell
boundary for the problem with zero currents across it and unit
source Q . A system of relations

ex
g=2 G+l (19)

define A2-matrix due to slowing down and absorption of neutrons,
N *» being G-vector-fluxes corresponding to G linearly
independent J ^ currents on the cell boundary. The relations

S (20)

describe fission sources due to currents J ^ .
Combining above relations one gets an expression for a full

q =E,Q , , ® - tenzor multiplication):
g g.g g

A2NQ 0 qA2/(kef-«); « = ko-qA2NQ (21)
A similar method is used for reaction rate R-matrices

A-matrix <k =1
o g

A = Aj

similar

o,g

A2, A1=

method
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calculation (reaction of type x):

H« ® aA2/ (22)Rx = Rx,2
 + Ho

Axial leakage parameters are calculated accounting for the 1st

order elements of a parameter <x2= n2/ H2: A =* A + a2A2;

j tt2Az
2; NQ=# NQ+ a2Nz; kQ=> kQ+ a2k z ; q^ q

with the equations for the detai led flux $:

A 2 =» a2qz

$ = a
2 $ z

;

Qo);

Q = Qo + <x2Qz; t = .

= ien(Z <*z + Qz)

+ a2

(23)

(24)

Qo) (25)

( matrix elements for monopole operator £Q and z-dipole
component £z are given in fll). A theory is developed and
programmed for radial dipole components Ar of A-matrix as well.
7. Numerical examples
The results of TRIFON calculations for TRX, MIT, BETTIS

cells can be found in [111. Comparison of TRIFON and
Monte-Carlocalculations for TRX cells are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Reaction rates for TRX cells by TRIFON (T) and Monte-
Carlo (MC). Full number of reactions is equal 1, f-fissions, c-
captures, e-epithermal, t-thermal reaction rates, t» -
moderator/fuel ratio.

238u

235U

f-e

c-e

c-t

f-e

f-t

c-e

c-t

T
MC

T
MC

T
MC

T
MC

T
MC

T
MC

T
MC

T
MC

IS

1.0

0.05862
0.05908

0.3436
0.3477

0.11295
0.1125

0.07093
0.07044

0.29543
0.29541

0.03540
0.03151

0.05126
0.05187

1.0502
1.0517

2.35

0.03863
0.03896

0.1969
0.1962

0.1492
0.1488

0.03898
0.03865

0.39920
0.40075

0.01950
0.01764

0.06841
0.06919

1.1676
1.1732

4.02

0.02836
0.02873

0.1290
0.1294

0.1557
0.1548

0.02511
0.02501

0.42017
0.42032

0.01251
0.01135

0.07166
0.07209

1.1559
1.1587

8.11

0.01893
0.01907

0.07030
0.07035

0.1424
0.1409

0.01354
0.01357

0.38626
0.38508

0.00666
0.00601

0.06564
0.06573

1.0194
1.0185
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Next example - for RBMK cells - table 3.

Table 3. TRIFON (T) H MCU (M) [12] reaction rates for RBMK
cell; epithermal reactions (e) - above 0.465 eV boundary of
thermal (th) region.

235U c

f

238U c

f

M
T
M
T
M
T
M
T
M
T

empty
e t

0.0239

0.0243

0.0587

0.0539

0.1469

0.1454

0.0185

0.0176

1.4147- C

1.416

0.0864

0.0879

0.501

0.511

0.1005

0.1022

).0043

water
e

0.0153

0.0156

0.0361

0.0342

0.1072

0.1087

0.0151

0.0145

1.379 - 0.

1.378

t
0.0877

0.0886

0.513

0.518

0.101

0.102

0045

Next the results of 3D heterogeneous calculations for Smolensk

and Ignalina power stations with RBMK reactors (fuel enrich. 2%)

are presented. Thermal power * 3 Gwt. The results of

multiplication factor calculations are given in Table 4.

Table 4. Multiplication factor for RBMK reactors.

NPP
Ignalina

Smolensk

1. Basic state

2. All contr. rods removed
3. All control rods completely

inserted
4. Control rods as in basic state

coolant removed

1. Basic state

2. All contr. rods removed

3. All contr. rods completely
inserted

4. Control rods as in basic state
coolant removed

kef
1.0052

1.0330

0.95372

1.0227

0.9990

1.0119

0.94732

1.0304

8. Space-time problems

On the basis of theory presented above computer codes for

3D space- time simulation problems were developed. The extension

of cell problem to time dependence is direct and is governed by

nuclei chain transformations with cross-sections obtained from

detailed space-energy calculation (extention of computer code
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TRIFON ).
Reactor space-time problems include slow and fast

processes. Modeling of slow processes was fulfilled step by step
the time variable being simply a parameter. Fuel management and
control rod movements were included and the slow process of Xe
poisoning taken into account (the extension of TRECD =* BARS
[13] computer code). To take account of temperature and coolant
density feedback a number of thermohydraulic modules were
included for one or two -phase coolant states (RBMK, HWR-1OOO,
VK-500). More complicated is the problem of fast transients -
prompt and delayed neutrons are to be taken ?nto account and it
was reasonable to introduce a new characteristic of reactor cell
- the time component A - matrix. Conjugate solutions were used
for point-like equations describing the evolution inside time
intervals (computer code DINAR [14]).
9. Conclusion

The new approaches in heterogeneous reactor theory presented
here made it possible to develop effective computer codes for
the solution with high accurady of many problems of reactor
design and simulation especially for channel-type power reactors
[15,16]. Calculations and safety analysis is now possible
including 3D space-time simulation of fast transients for a
number of important types of reactors including RBMK, CANDU,
FUGEN, ATR.
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